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(54) Title: A ROTARY MILKING PARLOUR AND A METHOD FOR SUCH A MILKING PARLOUR

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a milking parlour and a
method. The milking parlour comprises a annular rotary platform (2), a
plurality of milking stalls (3a, 3b) arranged on the platform (2), a first milk
line system conducting milk from a first group of milking stalls (3a) on the
platform and a second milk line system conducting milk from a second
group of milking stalls (3b) on the platform (2). The first milk line system
and the second milk line system are separate milk line systems. The rotary
milking parlour comprises a washing device capable of performing a wash
ing process of one of said milk line systems at a time, and a blocking sys
tem ( 11, 15a, 47) preventing animals from entering the group of milking
stalls (3a, 3b) in which the milk line system is currently being washed and
allowing animals to enter and be milked in the group of milking stalls (3a,
3b) in which the milk line system is not currently being washed.
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A rotary milking parlour and a method for such a milking
parlour

THE BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION AND PRIOR ART

The present invention relates to a milking parlour and a method
for such a milking parlour. The rotary milking parlour comprises
an annular rotary platform, a plurality of milking stalls arranged
on the platform, a first milk line system conducting milk from a
first group of milking stalls on the platform, and a second milk
line system conducting milk from a second group of milking
stalls on the platform.

In small rotary milking parlours it is possible to use one receiver
for collecting the milk from all milking stalls before the milk is
pumped to a milk tank on the outside of the platform. In larger
rotary milking parlours two receivers may instead be used, each
collecting milk from milking stalls arranged on different halves of
the platform , before the milk is pumped to a common milk tank.
In a rotary milking parlour based on voluntary milking, a washing
of all milk lines and components in the milk lines are usually
performed with intervals of about 8 hours. Such a washing
process takes about one to one and a half hours. During this
period of time, the milking animals, which usually are cows,
have no possibility of being milked in the rotary milking parlour.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The object of the present invention is to provide a milking
parlour having a design allowing the animals to be milked at
substantially all times.

This object is achieved by the rotary milking parlour initially
defined, which is characterised in that the first milk line system
and the second milk line system are separate milk line systems,
wherein the rotary milking parlour comprises a washing device



capable of performing a washing process of one of said milk line
systems at a time, and a blocking system preventing animals to
enter the group of milking stalls in which the milk line system is

washed and allowing animals to enter and be milked in the
group of milking stalls in which the milk line system is not
currently being washed.

The use of separate milk line systems for different groups of
milking stalls on the platform makes it possible to wash one of
said separate milk line systems at the same time as the other
milk line system conducts milk from animals milked in the other
group of milking stalls. Preferably, the washing device is
capable of performing a washing process of one of said milk line
system at a time when the platform is rotated. The platform may
be rotated such that it moves continuously or intermittently. The
two groups of milking stalls may include substantially the same
number of milking stalls. It is not excluded to use more than two
separate milk line systems conducting milk from more than two
groups of milking stalls on the platform. Preferably, the washing
device is capable of supplying a washing liquid to one of said
milk line systems at a time. The washing liquid may be supplied
by means of wash hoses which are releasably connectable to
the respective milk line systems. The blocking system only
allows access to the group of milking stalls in which the milk line
system is not currently being washed. In this case, the risk is

eliminated that animals enter milking stalls which are not
prepared for a milking process. The milking capacity of the
rotary milking parlour is reduced when a washing process is

taking place in one of said separate milk line systems. On the
other hand, it is possible for animals to be milked at
substantially all times of day and night in the rotary milking
parlour. Furthermore, it is possible to perform the washing
processes at periods of times where the milking activity is low.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the first group of
milking stalls are arranged adjacent to each other on one half of



the annular platform and the second group of milking stalls are
arranged adjacent to each other on an opposite half of the
annular platform. This makes it easier to position the milking
animals, such as cows, in the milking stalls. A further reason to
arrange the different groups of milking stalls close together on
the platform, it is that the respective separate milk line system
for the groups of milking stalls will be shorter and more
compact.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the washing
device comprises a washing unit arranged at the side of the
platform, an inlet circuit supplying washing liquid from the
washing unit to the milk line systems, and a valve member by
which it is possible to direct the washing liquid in the inlet circuit
to either the first milk line system or the second milk line
system. The washing unit may be arranged at the outside or at
the inside of the annular platform. Advantageously, the washing
unit supplies washing liquid at a predetermined temperature to
the milk line systems during a washing process. The valve
member may be a three way valve settable in a closed position
in which no washing liquid is supplied to the respective milk line
systems, in a first open position in which it supplies washing
liquid to the first milk line system and in a second open position
in which it supplies washing liquid to the second milk line
system.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the liquid inlet
circuit comprises a wash line conducting wash liquid from the
washing unit arranged at a position outside the platform to a
position on the platform via a swivel connection. In this case,
the washing process has to proceed while the platform rotates.
It is therefore an advantage to use a swivel connection in the
inlet circuit which supplies washing liquid to the respective milk
line systems.



According to an embodiment of the invention, the inlet circuit for
washing liquid may comprise a first wash line supplying washing
liquid to washing units supporting teat cups in the first group of
milking stalls during a washing process and a second wash line
supplying washing liquid to washing units supporting teat cups
in the second group of milking stalls during a washing process.
The teat cups for each milking stall are usually placed on a
washing unit of some form before a washing process starts. The
washing unit may e.g . be four candle-shaped rod elements
supporting the teat cups during a washing process. In this case,
the inlet circuit for the washing liquid is branched into two wash
lines each supplying washing liquid to one of the respective milk
line systems.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the first wash line
and the second wash line each have a curved shape along the
inner edge portion or the outer edge portion of the platform.
Preferably, the first wash line and the second wash line each
have a curved shape corresponding to the curved shape of the
outer edge portion or the inner edge portion of the platform.
Usually, the washing units are arranged in the vicinity of a teat
cup magazine for the respective milking stalls. If the cows in the
milking stall have a milking position such that the teat cups are
attached by a robot arm or an operator from the outside of the
platform, the teat cup magazines and the washing units are
usually arranged in the vicinity of the outer edge portion of the
platform. If the cows in the milking stall have a milking position
such that the teat cups are attached from the inside of the
platform , the teat cup magazines and the washing units are
usually arranged in the vicinity of the inner edge portion of the
platform.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the washing
device comprises a liquid outlet circuit configured to conduct the
washing liquid from the milk line system back to the washing
unit such that it is possible to circulate the washing liquid in a



closed loop during the washing process. It is here possible to
use a relatively small quantity of washing liquid of a
predetermined temperature which continuously circulates
through the milk line system during at least a part of a washing
process.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the first milk line
system and the second milk line system have an extension from
the teat cups used in the respective group of milking stalls to a
milk line conducting milk to a common milk tank for the two milk
systems. Such a milk line may comprise a valve member which
directs the milk in the milk line to the milk tank when milking
processes are taking place in the milk system, and which directs
the washing liquid in the milk line to a washing unit during a
washing process of the milk system.

According to an embodiment of the invention, at least one of the
first milk line system and the second milk line system comprises
a common milk line collecting milk from individual milk lines for
all milking stalls in the group. Preferably, the individual milk
lines for each milking stall have a relatively short length in order
to reduce the total length of the milk line systems. Said common
milk line may have a curved extension along an inner edge
portion of the platform. In this case, the milk from each milking
stall is conducted, via the teat cups and connected individual
milk lines, to different positions of the common milk line at the
inner edge portion of the platform.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the blocking
system comprises a blocking member arranged in a passage
leading to at least one milking stall on the platform, wherein the
blocking member is movably arranged between an open
position, in which it allows an animal to enter the milking stall,
and a closed position, in which it prevents an animal from
entering the milking stall. Such a blocking member may be a
movable gate, bar or any other kind of movable element.



The movable blocking member may be positioned outside the
platform in a passage leading to at least one milking stall on the
platform. Conventional rotary milking parlours may comprise an
entrance passage to the milking stalls on the rotary platform
with a movable gate which is open when a vacant milking stall
on the platform arrives at a rotational position just in front of the
entrance passage and the gate. Such an already existing gate
may be used to block the milking stalls in one of the groups
when a washing process proceeds. In this case, the gate will not
open when the blocked milking stall arrives at the rotational
position just in front of the gate.

Alternatively, said blocking member is positioned on the platform
in a passage leading to at least one milking stall. It is also in

this case possible to use already existing components on the
platform to block a milking stall. Such components may be
movable fence arrangement dividing the platform into milking
positions or retention bars which in a closed position prevents
an animal from leaving a milking stall on the platform. With a
suitable design of such components, they may be controlled in a
manner such that they also prevent an animal from entering a
blocked milking stall.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
blocking system comprises a control unit adapted to control the
motion of the blocking member. Such a control unit may be a
computer or the like provided with software adapted to control
the motion of the blocking member. Alternatively, an operator
moves the blocking members to the closed position before a
washing process is to start.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the rotary milking
parlour is based on voluntary milking. The rotary milking parlour
is especially suitable to use when the animals on a voluntary
basis is moved to the rotary milking parlour to be milked. Since



the rotary milking parlour is not shut off for washing, it is always
possible for an animal to be milked in the rotary milking parlour.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the rotary
milking parlour comprises a waiting area. Such a waiting area is
possible to use in rotary milking parlours based on voluntary
animal traffic or in parlours where batch milking is practised
where an operator brings the animals to the waiting area. All
animals which have milking permission have access to the
waiting area. Since the rotary milking parlour is not shut off for
washing processes, the animals have access to the waiting area
during all times.

The initial object is also achieved by the method defined in claim
17 .

BRI EF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWI NGS

The present invention is now to be explained more closely by
means of preferred embodiments, which are disclosed as
examples, and with reference to the attached drawings.

Fig 1 shows a rotary milking parlour according to
embodiment of the invention ,

Fig 2 shows one of the milking stalls in Fig. 1 from a
position inside of the platform,

Fig 3 shows a rotary milking parlour according to a second
embodiment of the invention and

Fig 4 shows one of the milking stalls in Fig. 3 from a
position inside of the platform.

BRI EF DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODI MENTS OF
THE INVENTION

Fig 1 shows a rotary milking parlour for milking of cows 1. The
milking parlour comprises an annular platform 2 having an inner



edge portion 2a and an outer edge portion 2b. The platform 2
rotates during operation around a vertical axis. The platform 2
has an upper surface 2c forming a support surface for the cows
1. A plurality of rotatable fence members 4 are arranged on the
upper surface 2c of the platform 2 . The rotatable fence members
4 are used for dividing the platform 2 into milking stalls 3a, 3b
for receiving individual cows 1 in predetermined milking
positions. A first group of milking stalls 3a are arranged on a
one half of the platform 2 and a second group of milking stalls
3b are arranged on an opposite half of the platform 2. By the
use of rotatable fence members 4 , it is possible to position the
cows 1 very close together on the platform 2 . An outer fence
arrangement 5 is mounted around a common part of the outer
periphery of the platform 2 . An inner fence arrangement 6 and a
rumprail 7 are arranged at the inner edge portion 2a of the
platform 2 . The object of the rumprail 7 is to position the rear
part of the cows 1 in a predetermined milking position in the
milking stalls 3 . In this milking parlour, the cows 1 are arranged
in a herringbone pattern with their heads at the outer edge
portion 2b of the platform 2 .

A milking robot arm 9 is arranged in a position inside the inner
edge portion 2a of the platform 2. Each milking stall 3 comprises
a teat cup magazine 8 adapted to hold four teat cups 10 in a
parked position when they are not used. Teat cup magazines 8
are arranged at the inner edge 2a of the platform 2 . In this case,
the teat cup magazines 8 are arranged on one side of a cow 1 in

a milking stall 3 and behind a cow 1 standing in an adjacent
milking stall 3 . When the cows 1 are arranged in a herringbone
pattern on a platform 2 , the above-mentioned space is normally
empty. Therefore, it is very suitable to use this space for the
teat cup magazines 8 . A control unit 11 is adapted to control a
schematically shown drive mechanism 12 for driving of the
platform 2 . A position sensor 13 is adapted to sense the
rotational position of the platform 2 and to send a signal to the
control unit 11 about the actual position of the platform 2 .



The rotary milking parlour comprises a waiting area 14 in the
vicinity of the platform 2 . The waiting area 14 has an entrance
gate 14b provided with a first identification sensor 14c, and an
entrance passage 15 to the platform 2 . An entrance gate 15a is
arranged in a front position of the entrance passage 15. A
second identification sensor 16 identifies the cows 1 in a first
position of the entrance passage 15. The rotary milking parlour
comprises an exit area 18 in connection to the platform 2 . The
cows 1 enter the exit area 18 when they leave the platform 2 .

Fig. 2 shows one of the milking stalls 3a in the first group from
the inside of the annular platform 2 . In this case, there is no cow
1 in the milking stall 3a and the teat cups 10 are in a parked
position in the teat cup magazine 8 . During a milking process in

the milking stall 3a, the four teat cups 10 are attached to a
respective teat of a cow 1 in the milking stall 3a. The milk from
the respective teats of the cow 1 flows from the teat cups 10 , via
a respective milk tube 22, to a milk meter 23. The milk meter 23
measures the milk flow in the respective milk tubes 22. The
control unit 11 receives information about the milk flow from the
milk meter 23. A milk conduit 25 leads the milk from the milk
meter 23 to a common milk line 27a for all milking stalls 3a in

the first group. The common milk line 27a has a curved shape
along the inner edge 2a of the platform 2 . The curved milk line
27a is arranged below the floor surface 2c in the milking stall
3a. The curved milk line 27a is at an end portion connected to a
common receiver 28a for milk from the first group of milking
stalls 3a. A schematically disclosed vacuum source 29a is
connected to the common receiver 28a. The vacuum source 29a
sucks milk through the curved milk line 27a to the common
receiver 28a.

A pump 30a is arranged in connection with the common receiver
28a. The object of the pump 30a is to pump the milk from the
common receiver 28a to a common milk tank 32 arranged at the



outside of the platform 2 . The milk is pumped from the common
receiver 28a, via a first part of a milk line 3 1a to a swivel
connection 20. The milk is conducted from the swivel connection
20 to the milk tank 32 via a second part of the milk line 3 1a2 and
a valve member 44a. The milk from the cows 1 in the first group
of milking stalls 3a is conducted to the milk tank 32 via a first
milk line system. The first milk line system comprises individual
milk passages for the first milking stalls 3a in the form of the
teat cups 10, the milk tubes 22, the milk meter 23 and the milk
conduit 25. The first milk line system comprises common milk
passages for the first milking stalls 3a in the form of the curved
milk line 27a, the first part of the milk line 3 1 the swivel
connection 20 and the second part of the milk line 3 1a2.

The milk from the milking stalls 3b in the second group flows in

a corresponding manner from teat cups 10 , via a respective milk
tube 22, to a milk meter 23. A milk conduit 25 leads the milk
from the milk meter 23 to a common curved milk line 27b for all
milking stalls 3b in the second group. The curved milk line 27b
has an extension along the inner edge 2a of the platform 2
below the milking stalls 3b in the second group. The curved milk
line 27b is at an end portion connected to a common receiver
28b for milk from the second group of milking stalls 3b. A
schematically disclosed vacuum source 29b is connected to the
common receiver 28b. The vacuum source 29b sucks milk
through the curved milk line 27b to the common receiver 28b.

A pump 30b is arranged in connection to the common receiver
28b. The object of the pump 30b is to pump the milk from the
common receiver 28b to the common milk tank 32 arranged at
the outside of the platform 2 . The milk is pumped from the
common receiver 28b, via a first part of a milk line 3 1b1 to a
swivel connection 20. The milk is conducted from the swivel
connection 20 to the milk tank 32 via a second part of the milk
line 3 1b2 and a valve member 44b. The milk from the cows 1 in

the second group of milking stalls 3a is conducted to the milk



tank 32 via a second milk line system. The second milk line
system comprises milk passages for the individual second
milking stalls 3b in the form of the teat cups 10 , the milk tubes
22, the milk meters 23 and the milk conduits 25. The second
milk line system comprises common milk passages for the milk
from the milking stalls 3b in the second group in the form of the
curved milk line 27b, the first part of the milk line 3 1b-i , the
swivel connection 20 and the second part of the milk line 3 1b2.

The rotary milking parlour comprises a washing device. The
washing device comprises a washing unit 36 arranged in a
position at the outside of the platform 2 . The washing device
comprises an inlet line 37 for washing liquid having an extension
from the washing unit 36, via the swivel connection 20, to a
valve member 39. The valve member 39 is settable in a closed
position and in two open positions. In a first open position, the
valve member 39 directs washing liquid from the inlet line 37 to
a first curved wash line 38a arranged at the inner periphery of
the platform 2 . The first curved wash line 38a is arranged below
the first group of milking stalls 3a. In a second open position,
the valve member 39 directs washing liquid from the inlet line 37
to a second curved wash line 38b arranged at the inner
periphery of the platform 2 . The second curved wash line 38b is
arranged below the second group of milking stalls 3b. A washing
unit 40 in the form of four vertical rod elements is arranged in

the vicinity of each milking stall 3a, 3b. The teat cups 10 are
placed on a respective rod element of the washing unit 40
during a washing process. Each rod element of the washing unit
40 is, via a horizontal conduit 4 1 and a vertical conduit 42
connected to one of the curved wash lines 38a, 38b.

A cow 1 wanting to be milked walks to the entrance gate 14b of
a waiting area 14 . The cow 1 carries a transponder containing
data about the individual cow 1. The first identification sensor
14c reads the transponder and sends a signal to the control unit
11 about the identity of the cow . The control unit 11 concludes



if the cow 1 has been granted a milking permission or not. If the
cow 1 has been allowed a milking permission , the entrance gate
14b is opened and the cow 1 enters the waiting area 14 . If the
cow 1 has not been granted a milking permission, the entrance
gate 14b is not opened and the cow 1 is not allowed to enter the
waiting area 14 .

In the waiting area 14 , the cow 1 is allowed to enter the
entrance passage 15 leading to the rotary platform 2 . The
entrance passage 5 has a width such that only one cow 1 at a
time can be located in a front position of the passage 15 . The
second identification sensor 16 identifies the cow 1 when it
arrives at the front position of the passage 15 and sends a
signal to the control unit 11 about the identity of the cow 1. The
control unit 11 continuously receives information from the
position sensor 13 about the actual rotational position of the
platform 2 . When a vacant milking stall 3a, 3b arrives at a first
rotational position p1 just in front of the entrance gate 15a, the
control unit 11 opens the entrance gate 15a and the cow 1
enters the platform 2. The entrance gate 15a is moved to a
closed position as soon as the whole cow 1 has entered the
platform 2 . The cow 1 walks around the pivot of the fence
member 4 and enters a milking stall 3a, 3b on the platform . The
fence member 4 is moved to a position in contact with the cow 1
by means of a not shown control member.

The control unit 11 activates the robot arm 9 such that it fetches
the teat cups 10 from the teat cup magazine 8 and attaches
them to the cow 1 when the milking stall 3a, 3b has reached a
second rotational position p2. The platform 2 is driven with a
speed such that it is no problem for the robot arm 9 to
compensate for the relative motions between the cow 1 on the
platform 2 and the robot arm 9 during the attaching process of
teat cups 7 to the cow 1. The milking process starts when all
teat cups 10 have been attached to the cow 1. If the cow 1 is
milked in a milking stall 3a in the first group, the milk is



conducted from the cow 1, via the above mentioned first milk
line system, to the milk tank 32. If the cow 1 is milked in a
milking stall 3b in the second group, the milk is conducted from
the cow 1, via the above mentioned second milk line system, to
the milk tank 32.

The milk meter 23 supervises the milk flow during the milking
process. The control unit 11 receives information about the milk
flow from the milk meter 23. As soon as the milk flow drops
below a predetermined value, a removing device, which is
arranged in the teat cup magazine 8 , removes the teat cups 10
from the teats of the cow 1 (removal may also take place on a
teat individual level). The teat cups 10 are at least removed
when the milking stall 3a, 3b arrives at a third to last rotational
position pn-2 . In the second to last rotational position pn- a
treatment supplying device may spray a disinfecting medium or
another kind of treatment medium to the teats of the cow 1.
Finally, when the milking stall 3a, 3b reaches a last rotational
position p , the cow 1 leaves the milking stall 3a, 3b and enters
the exit area 18 . Thereafter, the milking stall 3a, 3b will again be
rotated to the first rotational position -\ and be ready to receive
a new cow 1.

Consequently, the rotary milking parlour comprises a first milk
line system conducting milk from the cows 1 in the first group of
milking stalls 3a to the milk tank 32, and a second milk line
system conducting milk from the cows 1 in the second group of
milking stalls 3b to the milk tank 32. A complete washing
process of the respective milk line systems may be performed
with intervals of about 8 hours. Since the two milk line systems
are separate, it is possible to perform a washing process and to
circulate washing liquid in one of the milk line systems at the
same time as milking processes is performed and milk is
conducted in the other milk line system . Thereby, the rotary
milking parlour will not to be set in a shut off mode when a
washing process is performed. The milking stalls 3a, 3b in at



least one of the groups are always accessible for a cow 1
desiring to be milked.

Fig. 1 shows the rotary milking parlour during a washing process
of the first milk line system. Thus, the milking stalls 3a in the
first group are vacant. Before the washing process of the first
milk system is started, the valve member 44a is set in a washing
position in which it directs the washing liquid to the wash unit
36. The teat cups 10 in all milking stalls 3a in the first group are
placed on the respective washing units 40. The valve member
39 is set in the first open position such that it directs the
washing liquid in inlet line 37 to the first curved wash line 38a.

The washing unit 36 starts and it supplies washing liquid with a
predetermined temperature to the wash line 37 and to the
second curved wash line 38b via the valve member 39. The
washing liquid flows from the second curved wash line 38a up
into the respective vertical tubes 42 and the horizontal tubes 4 1

to the washing units 40 for the milking stall 3a in the first group.
The washing liquid flows into the teat cups 10 and through the
milk tubes 22, the milk meters 23, the milk conduit 25 and to the
first curved milk line 27a. The washing liquid is sucked through
the first curved milk 27a to the common receiver 28a by means
of the vacuum source 29a. The washing liquid is pumped from
the common receiver 28a, via the first part of the milk line 3

the swivel connection 20 and the second part of the milk line
3 1a2 and the valve member 44a. The washing liquid flows back
to the washing unit 36 via a wash line 43a and the valve
member 44a. The washing liquid may be heated to the
predetermined temperature in the washing unit 36 before it
again circulates through first milk line system .

The rotary milking parlour comprises a blocking system
configured to block the milking stalls 3a in the first group of
milking stalls during the washing process, such that the animals
have no access to the milking stalls 3a in the first group of



milking stalls. In this case, the blocking system comprises the
control unit 11 and the entrance gate 15a. When a washing
process has started of the first milk line system, the control unit
11 does not open the entrance gate 15a when a milking stall 3a
in the first group arrives at the first rotational position p Thus,
a cow 1 in a front position of the entrance passage 15 has to
wait until a milking stall 3b in the second group arrives at the
first rotational position before the entrance gate 15a is opened
by the control unit 11. The washing process of the first milk line
system takes one to one and a half hours. When the washing
process is finished, the valve members 39 are set in a closed
position and the teat cups 10 are moved from the washing units
40 to a parked position in the teat cup magazines 8 . The valve
member 44a is set in a milking position in which it directs the
milk in the milk line 3 1a2 to the milk tank 32. It is now again
possible to use the milking stall 3a in the first group, and the
control unit 11 opens the entrance gate 15a as soon as a
milking stall 3b in the second group arrives at a first rotational
position p . The second milk line system conducting milk from
animals in the second group of milking stalls 3b to the milk tank
32 is washed in a corresponding manner.

Fig. 3 shows a milking parlour in the form of a parallel rotary.
Voluntary milking is practised. The rotary milking parlour
comprises an annular platform 2 having an inner edge portion 2a
and an outer edge portion 2b. A plurality of stationary fence
members 4 are arranged on the upper surface of the platform 2 .
The fence members 4 form milking stalls 3a, 3b for receiving
individual cows 1. A first group of milking stalls 3a are arranged
on a first half of the platform 2 and a second group of milking
stalls 3b are arranged on a second half of the platform 2 . In this
case, the fence members 4 have an essentially straight radial
extension on the platform 2 between an inner end located in the
vicinity of the inner edge portion 2a of the platform and an outer
end located in the vicinity of the outer edge portion 2b of the
platform. The fence members 4 are arranged at equal intervals



around the annular platform 2 . An outer fence arrangement 5 is
mounted around a main part of the outer periphery of the
platform 2 , and an inner fence arrangement 6 is mounted around
the outer periphery of the platform 2. Each milking stall 3 is
provided with a feeding trough 46 arranged in the vicinity of the
inner periphery 2a of the platform. Each milking stall 3 is
equipped with a teat cup magazine 8 with four teat cups 10 in

the vicinity of the outer periphery of the platform 2 . A robot arm
9 is here arranged in a position at the outside of the platform 2.

A control unit 11 is adapted to control a schematically shown
drive mechanism 12 for driving of the platform 2 . A position
sensor 13 is adapted to sense the rotational position of the
platform 2 and to send a signal to the control unit 11 about the
actual position of the platform 2 . The rotary milking parlour
comprises a corresponding waiting area 14 and exit area 8 as
the rotary milking parlour shown in Fig. 1. Each milking stall 3a,
3b is equipped with a retention bar 47. The object of the
retention bar 47 is to prevent a cow 1 from leaving a milking
stall 3a, 3b after one revolution on the platform 2 . This may be
the case if, for example, the milking process has not been
finished in time. The retention bar 47 is pivotally connected to
the fence members 4 on opposite sides of the milking stall 3a,
3b. A not shown operating cylinder turns the retention bar 47
between a closed position and an open position. The retention
bar 47 is lowered behind a cow in the milking stall in the closed
position such that the retention bar 47 prevents the cow 1 from
leaving the milking stall 3a, 3b. The retention bar 47 is raised to
a level above the cow 1 in the open position such that a cow 1 is
free to leave the milking stall 3a, 3b.

Fig. 4 shows a milking stall 3b from the second group from the
inside of the platform 2 . The teat cups 10 are attached to a
respective milk tube 22. The milk tubes 22 has an extension
from the teat cup magazine 10 at the outer periphery of the
platform 2 to a milk meter 23 arranged at the inner periphery of



the platform 2 . The control unit 11 receives information about
the milk flow from the milk meter 23. The milk flows from the
milk meter 23, via a milk conduit 25, to a common curved milk
line 27b for all milking stalls 3b in the second group. The curved
milk line 27b is arranged at the inner edge portion 2a of the
platform 2 .

The curved milk line 27b is connected to a common receiver
28b. A vacuum source 29b is connected to the common receiver
28b. The vacuum source 29b sucks milk through the first curved
milk line 27b to the common receiver 28b. A pump 30b is
arranged in connection to the common receiver 28b. The pump
30b pumps milk from the common receiver 28b, via a first part of
a milk line 3 1b a swivel connection 20 and a second part of the
milk line 3 1b2, to a common milk tank 32 arranged at the outside
of the platform 2 . The milk from cows 1 in the milking stalls 3b in

the second group is conducted to the common milk tank 32 via a
second milk line system .

The milk from the milking stalls 3a in the first group flows in a
corresponding manner to a first part of a common curved milk
line 27a at the inner edge portion 2a of the platform 2 . The first
curved milk line 27a is connected to a common receiver 28a for
milk from the milking stalls 3a in the first group. A schematically
disclosed vacuum source 29a is connected to the common
receiver 28a. The vacuum source 29a sucks milk through the
first part of the curved milk line 27a to the common receiver 28a.
A pump 30a is arranged in connection to the common receiver
28a. The pump 30a pumps the milk from the common receiver
28a, via a first part of a milk line 3 1a-i , a swivel connection 20
and a second part of the milk line 3 1a2, to the milk tank 32
arranged at the outside of the platform 2 . The milk from cows in

the milking stalls 3a in the first group of is conducted to the milk
tank 32 via a first milk line system.



The rotary milking parlour comprises a washing device. The
washing device comprises a washing unit 36 arranged on an

outside position of the platform 2 . The washing device
comprises an inlet line 37 for washing liquid having an extension
from the washing unit 36, via the swivel connection 20, to a
valve member in the form of a three way valve 39 arranged at a
position at the outside of the platform 2. The valve member 39 is
settable in a closed position and in two open positions. In a first
open position , the valve member 39 directs washing liquid from
the wash line 37 to a first curved wash line 38a arranged at the
outer edge portion 2b of the platform 2 . In a second open
position, the valve member 39 directs washing liquid from the
wash line 37 to a second curved wash line 38b at the outer edge
portion 2b of the platform 2 . A washing unit 40 is arranged in the
vicinity of each milking stall 3a, 3b at the outer edge portion of
the platform 2 . The teat cups 10 are placed on a respective
washing unit 40 during a washing process of the milking parlour.
Each washing unit 40 is, via a not disclosed wash conduit,
connected to one of the curved wash lines 38a, 38b. The
washing unit and the wash conduit may have a corresponding
design as the washing unit 40 and the wash line 4 1 , 42 shown in

Fig. 2 .

A cow 1 desiring to be milked walks to the entrance gate 14b of
a waiting area 14 . The cow 1 carries a transponder containing
data about the individual cow 1. The first identification sensor
14c reads the transponder and sends a signal to the control unit
11 about the identity of the cow . The control unit 11 concludes
if the cow 1 has been granted a milking permission or not. If the
cow 1 has been allowed a milking permission, the entrance gate
14b is opened and the cow 1 enters the waiting area 14 . If the
cow 1 has not been granted a milking permission, the entrance
gate 14b is not opened and the cow 1 is not allowed to enter the
waiting area 14 .



In the waiting area 14, the cow 1 may enter the entrance
passage 15 leading to the rotary platform 2 . The entrance
passage 15 has a width such that only one cow 1 at a time can
be located in a front position of the passage 15 . The second
identification sensor 16 identifies the cow 1 when it arrives at
the front position of the passage 15 and sends a signal to the
control unit 11 about the identity of the cow 1. The control unit
11 continuously receives information from the position sensor 13
about the actual rotational position of the platform 2 . When a
vacant milking stall 3a, 3b with a retention bar 47 in an open
position arrives at a first rotational position p the cow 1 enters
the platform 2 . The retention bar 47 is moved to a closed
position as soon as the cow 1 has entered the milking stall 3a,
3b.

The control unit 1 activates the robot arm 9 such that it fetches
the teat cups 10 from the teat cup magazine 8 and attaches
them to the cow 1 when the milking stall 3a, 3b has reached a
second rotational position p2. The milking process starts when
the teat cups 10 have been attached to the cow 1. The milk
meter 23 supervises the milk flow during the milking process.
The control unit 11 receives information about the milk flow from
the milk meter 23. As soon as the milk flow drops below a
predetermined value, a removing device, which is arranged in

the teat cup magazine 8 , removes the teat cups 10 from the
teats of the cow 1.

The milking process is usually finished when the milking stall 3a,
3b arrives at a third to last rotational position pn-2 . The teat cups
10 are removed. In the second to last rotational position pn-1 , a
treatment supplying device may spray a disinfecting medium or
another kind of treatment medium to the teats of the cow 1.
Finally, when the milking stall 3a, 3b reaches a last rotational
position pn, the cow 1 leaves the milking stall 3a, 3b and enters
the exit area 18 . Thereafter, the milking stall 3a, 3b will again be
rotated to the first rotational position p and be ready to receive



a new cow 1. If the milking process is not finished when the
milking stall 3a, 3b arrives at a third to last rotational position pn-

2 the teat cups are not removed and the milking process is
continued. In this case, the control unit 11 maintains the
retention bar 47 in the closed position such that the cow 1
cannot leave the milking stall 3 when it arrives at the first
rotational position p .

Thus, the rotary milking parlour comprises a first milk line
system conducting milk from the cows 1 in the milking stalls 3a
in the first group to the milk tank 32, and a second milk line
system conducting milk from the cows in the milking stalls 3b in

the second group to the milk tank 32. A washing process of the
respective first milk line system and the second milk line system
is performed at different occasions. Each milk line system may
be washed with intervals of about 8 hours. Since it is possible to
wash the milk line systems at different occasions, the rotary
milking parlour will not be completely shut off during a washing
process. The milking stalls 3a, 3b in at least one of the groups
are always accessible for a cow 1 desiring to be milked.

Fig. 3 shows the rotary milking parlour during a washing process
of the second milk line system. Thus, all milking stalls 3b in the
second group are vacant. Before the washing process is started,
the valve member 44b is set in a washing position . The teat
cups 10 in all milking stalls 3b in the second group are placed
on the washing units 40 at the outer edge portion 2b of the
platform 2 . The valve member 39 is set in the second open
position such that it guides washing liquid from the inlet line 37
to the second curved wash line 38b.

During the washing process of the second milk line system , the
washing unit 36 supplies washing liquid with a predetermined
temperature through the inlet line 37 to the second curved wash
line 38b via the valve member 39. The washing liquid flows from
the curved wash line 38b to the washing units 40 in the milking



stalls 3b in the second group. The washing liquid flows into the
teat cups 0 and through the milk tubes 22 for all milking stalls
3b in the second group. In this case, the milk tubes 10 have an
extension from the washing unit 40 at an outer edge portion of
the platform 2 to a milk meter 23 at an inner edge portion 2a of
the platform 2 . The washing liquid flows from the milk meters 23,
via milk conduits 25, to the first part of the curved milk line 27b
receiving milk from all milking stalls 3b in the second group. The
washing liquid is sucked through the first part of the common
milk 27a to the common receiver 28b by means of the vacuum
source 29b. The washing liquid is then pumped from the
common receiver 28b, via the first part of the milk line 3 1b - , the
swivel connection 20 the second part of the milk line 3 1b2 and
the valve member 44b back to the washing unit 36 via a wash
line 43b. The washing liquid may be heated to the
predetermined temperature in the washing unit 36 before it
again circulates through second milk line system.

The rotary milking parlour comprises a blocking system
configured to block the milking stalls 3b in the second group of
milking stalls during the period of time the washing process
proceeds such that the animals have no access to these milking
stalls 3b. In this case, the blocking system comprises the control
unit 11 and the retention bar 47. When a washing process of the
milking stalls 3b in the second group has started, the control
unit 11 sets the retention bars 47 in the milking stalls 3b in the
second group in a closed position. The closed retention bar 47
prevents a cow 1 in a first position of the entrance passage 15
from entering a milking stall 3b in the second group when it
arrives at the first rotational position p - . The cow 1 in the
entrance passage 15 has to wait until a milking stall 3a in the
first group arrives at the first rotational position before entering
the platform 2 .

The washing process of the second milk line system takes at
least one hour. When the washing process is finished , the valve



members 39 are set in a closed position and the teat cups 10
are moved from the washing units 40 to a parked position in the
teat cup magazines 8. The valve member 44b is set in a milking
position. The control unit 11 sets the retention bars 47 in the
milking stall 3b in the second group in an open position. It is
now again possible to perform milking processes in the milking
stall 3b in the second group. The first milk line system
conducting milk from cows 1 in the milking stalls 3a in the first
group to the milk tank 32 will be washed in a corresponding
manner at a later time.

The invention is not restricted to the described embodiment but
may be varied freely within the scope of the claims. In the
described embodiments, washing liquid can only be directed to
one of the wash lines at a time, but it is also possible to have an
option to direct washing liquid to the whole system at the same
time when so desired. The first and second groups of milking
stalls need not be arranged on a first and second half of the
platform, but could instead be formed by for example every
other milking stall. The rotary milking parlour may be equipped
with a receiver for each milking stall instead of with a receiver
for each group of milking stalls. There are not necessarily any
feed troughs or fencing arrangements on the platform .



Claims

1. A rotary milking parlour, wherein the rotary milking parlour
comprises a annular rotary platform (2), a plurality of milking
stalls (3a, 3b) arranged on the platform (2), a first milk line
system conducting milk from a first group of milking stalls (3a)
on the platform and a second milk line system conducting milk
from a second group of milking stalls (3b) on the platform (2),
characterised in that the first milk line system and the second
milk line system are separate milk line systems, wherein the
rotary milking parlour comprises a washing device capable of
performing a washing process of one of said milk line systems at
a time and a blocking system ( 11, 15a, 47) preventing animals
from entering the group of milking stalls (3a, 3b) in which the
milk line system is currently being washed and allowing animals
to enter and be milked in the group of milking stalls (3a, 3b) in

which the milk line system is not currently being washed.

2 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 1, characterised in

that the first group of milking stalls (3a) are arranged adjacent to
each other on one half of the annular platform (2) and the
second groups of milking stalls (3b) are arranged adjacent to
each other on an opposite half of the annular platform (2).

3 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 1 or 2 ,
characterised in that the washing device comprises a washing
unit (36) arranged at the side of the platform (2), an inlet circuit
(37, 38a, 38b, 40) supplying washing liquid from the washing
unit (36) to the milk line systems, and a valve member (39) by
which it is possible to direct the washing liquid in the inlet circuit
to the first milk line system or the second milk line system.

4 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 3 , characterised in

that the liquid inlet circuit comprises a wash line (37) conducting
wash liquid from the washing unit (36) arranged at a position



outside the platform to a position on the platform (2) via a swivel
connection (20).

5 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 3 or 4,

characterised in that the inlet circuit for washing liquid
comprises a first wash line (38a) supplying washing liquid to
washing units (40) supporting teat cups (10) in the first group of
milking stalls (3a) during a washing process and a second wash
line (38b) supplying washing liquid to washing units (40)
supporting teat cups (10) in the second group of milking stalls
(3b) during a washing process.

6 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 5 , characterised in

that the first wash line (38a) and the second wash line (38b)
each have a curved shape along the inner edge portion (2a) or
the outer edge portion (2b) of the platform (2).

7 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the washing device comprises a
liquid outlet circuit (43a, 43b) configured to conduct the washing
liquid from the milk line system back to the washing unit (36)
such that it is possible to circulate the washing liquid in a closed
loop during the washing process.

8 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the first milk line system and the
second milk line system have an extension from the teat cups
( 10) used in the respective group of milking stalls (3a, 3b) to a
milk line (31 a2, 3 1b2) conducting milk to a common milk tank
(32) for the two milk systems.

9 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the preceding
claims, characterised in that at least one of the first milk line
system and the second milk line system comprises a common
milk line (27a, 27b) collecting milk from individual milk lines (25)
from all milking stalls (3a, 3b) in the group.



10 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 9 , characterised
in that said common milk line (27a, 27b) has a curved extension
along an inner edge portion (2a) of the platform (2).

11. A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the
preceding claims, characterised in that the blocking system
comprises a blocking member ( 15a, 47) arranged in a passage
( 15) leading to at least one milking stall (3a, 3b) on the platform,
wherein the blocking member ( 15a) is movably arranged
between an open position, in which it allows an animal ( 1 ) to
enter the milking stall (3a, 3b), and a closed position, in which it
prevents an animal ( 1) from entering the milking stall (3a, 3b).

12 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 8, characterised
in that the blocking member (15a) is positioned outside the
platform (2) in a passage ( 15) leading to at least one milking
stall (3a, 3b) on the platform (2).

13 . A rotary milking parlour according to claim 8 , characterised
in that the blocking member (47) is positioned on the platform
(2) in a passage (3a) leading to at least one milking stall (3a,
3b).

14 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the
preceding claims 11 to 13, characterised in that the blocking
system comprises a control unit controlling the motion of the
blocking member (15a, 47) to the open position and the closed
position.

15 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the
preceding claims, characterised in that the rotary milking parlour
is based on voluntary milking.

16 . A rotary milking parlour according to any one of the
preceding claims, characterised in that the rotary milking parlour



comprises a waiting area ( 14) in which the animals wait before
they enter the platform (2).

17 . A method for a rotary milking parlour, wherein the rotary
milking parlour comprises a annular rotary platform (2), a
plurality of milking stalls (3a, 3b) arranged on the platform (2), a
first milk line system conducting milk from a first group of
milking stalls (3a) on the platform and a second milk line system
conducting milk from a second group of milking stalls (3b) on the
platform (2), and wherein the first milk line system and the
second milk line system are separate milk line systems,
characterised bv the steps of performing a washing process of
the first milk line system or the second milk line system at the
same time as milking processes proceed in the milking stalls
(3a, 3b) of the other milk line system, preventing animals to
enter the group of milking stalls (3a, 3b) in which the milk line
system is currently being washed and allowing animals to enter
and be milked in the group of milking stalls (3a, 3b) in which the
milk line system is not currently being washed.
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